Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Although, the experiment depicted in ref.^[@CR1]^ is most probably a detection of a single topological chiral quantum anomalous Hall(QAH) edge mode. There have been some other quite recent experiments^[@CR2]--[@CR4]^ where it has been reported that QAH edge modes occur in conjunction with quasi helical quantum spin Hall(QSH) edge modes^[@CR5]^. The latter are prone to backscattering and are nothing but QSH edge modes which occur in a trivial insulator. These experiments which "see" QAH edge modes are in fact designed out of QSH edge mode setups in a topological insulator. By applying an extra Ferromagnetic layer or otherwise, an energy gap is sought to be created between the pair of helical edge modes in a QSH sample splitting these modes away from each other and suppressing one of these leads to a single chiral QAH edge mode in a sample. However, contrary to expectation it is not just a chiral QAH mode which was seen in those experiments^[@CR2]--[@CR4]^ but it always comes with the additional baggage of quasi-helical QSH edge modes in the trivial phase^[@CR5]^.

Helical QSH edge modes from which these chiral QAH edge modes evolve not only occur in topological insulators but they also do occur in a trivial insulator. Now applying a similar technique as before or attaching a ferromagnetic layer to a trivial insulator, we can again make the trivial helical edge modes evolve into chiral QAH edge modes. But in the latter case, the chiral QAH edge mode so produced wont have a topological character and therefore this chiral QAH edge mode won't be protected against backscattering. Now this begs the question how can one be sure of the topological character of QAH edge modes.

Another question which can crop up is, does the topological nature of the QAH edge modes which evolve from helical QSH edge modes in a topological insulator survive the evolution. This "evolution" from helical QSH to chiral QAH edge mode as has been described in refs^[@CR2]--[@CR4]^ is via addition of magnetic impurities or a ferromagnetic layer. This may destroy their topological character since helical QSH edge modes are susceptible to spin flip scattering in presence of magnetic impurities. In this context our work becomes relevant, since in those QAH experiments what is quite evident is that the quantization of Hall resistance is attributed to chiral topological QAH edge modes which exist in combination with quasi helical QSH edge modes. What our work reveals is that a chiral trivial QAH edge mode which exists in combination with quasi helical QSH edge modes gives the quantization of Hall resistance and not the chiral topological QAH edge mode when combined with trivial QSH edge modes. Thus a shadow of doubt creeps up regarding the interpretation of those experiments^[@CR5]^.

We focus specifically on 4 and 6 terminal quantum anomalous Hall samples. We distinguish three cases one in which there is just a single chiral QAH edge mode which is topological in character (this hasn't been experimentally seen), the second wherein the chiral topological QAH edge mode exists alongwith a pair of trivial QSH edge modes (this case is the supposed experimental result as in refs^[@CR2],[@CR3],[@CR5]^) and finally the case wherein a trivial QAH edge mode exists with a pair of trivial QSH edge modes (our 'What If?' scenario). Both the 4 terminal and 6 terminal samples are analyzed in three distinct regimes: 1. where there is no disorder and inelastic scattering- the ideal case, 2. when there is disorder but no inelastic scattering and finally 3. when both disorder and inelastic scattering are present in the sample. The disorder we consider in our sample is restricted to terminal/contacts while inelastic scattering is present inside the sample and leads to the energy equilibration of the edge modes, see refs^[@CR6]--[@CR9]^ for further details on energy equilibration as applied in different contexts in quantum Hall and quantum spin Hall samples.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows- in section II we address the situation of two terminal and three terminal samples and distinguish between three cases of chiral topological QAH edge mode, chiral topological QAH edge mode with trivial QSH edge modes and finally chiral trivial QAH edge mode with trivial QSH edge modes. In section III we calculate the Hall resistance (*R*~*H*~), two terminal local resistance *R*~2*T*~ and finally the non-local resistance *R*~*NL*~ for a four terminal sample with disorder and inelastic scattering and distinguish between the aforesaid three cases. In section IV we consider a six terminal sample and calculate the longitudinal resistance *R*~*L*~ for afore-mentioned three different cases. We end our manuscript with a conclusion wherein we tabulate all the results of the 4 terminal and 6 terminal samples.

Two terminal and three terminal QAH samples {#Sec2}
===========================================

The Landauer-Buttiker formalism^[@CR10]--[@CR12]^ relating currents with voltages in a multi terminal device has been extended to QSH edge modes in refs^[@CR13],[@CR14]^ as well as QAH samples in ref.^[@CR5]^:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Chiral(topological) QAH edge mode (2 terminal) {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------------

The case of a single chiral(topological) QAH edge mode is represented in Fig. [1(a)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The relations between currents and voltages at the two terminals are derived from conductance matrix (2):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${R}_{2T}^{QAH}={R}_{\mathrm{12,12}}=\frac{h}{{e}^{2}}$$\end{document}$.Figure 1Two and three terminal QAH bar: Topological chiral QAH edge mode is shown by solid black line, and quasi-helical QSH edge modes are shown by colored dashed line (red for spin up, blue for spin down). Trivial chiral QAH edge mode is shown by black dashed line. Intra edge back scattering is shown by arrows between the edge modes. Top panel: Two terminal QAH bar: (**a**) single topological QAH edge mode, (**b**) single topological QAH edge mode with quasi-helical QSH edge modes and (**c**) single trivial QAH edge mode with quasi-helical QSH edge modes, Bottom panel: Three terminal QAH bar: (**d**) single topological QAH edge mode, (**e**) single topological QAH edge mode with quasi-helical QSH edge modes and (**f**) single trivial QAH edge mode with quasi-helical QSH edge modes.

Chiral QAH edge mode with trivial QSH edge modes (2 terminal) {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Here we have considered the general case, where the spin-flip scattering parameter *f*~0~ between QAH chiral and trivial helical edge modes, will decide whether the QAH edge mode is topological (if *f*~0~ = 0) or trivial (if *f*~0~ ≠ 0). While *f* defines the spin-flip scattering between the trivial helical edge modes. This situation of topological chiral plus trivial helical QSH is shown in Fig. [1(b)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} while case of trivial chiral QAH plus trivial helical QSH is shown in Fig. [1(c)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The current-voltage relations can be easily derived from conductance matrix below:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Chiral (topological) QAH edge mode (3 terminal) {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------------------

The single chiral(topological) QAH edge mode case is represented in Fig. [1(d)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The relations between currents and voltages at the various terminals are derived from the conductance matrix below:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Chiral (topological) QAH edge mode with trivial QSH edge modes (3 terminal) {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The case of a single chiral(topological) QAH edge mode with a pair of quasi-helical QSH edge modes is shown in Fig. [1(e)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The current-voltage relations can be derived from the conductance matrix below:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Four Terminal quantum anomalous Hall bar {#Sec7}
========================================

The four terminal sample is shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. We calculate the Hall resistance *R*~*H*~ = *R*~13,24~, the local (two probe) resistance *R*~2*T*~ = *R*~13,13~ and the non-local resistance *R*~*NL*~ = *R*~14,23~ for various cases starting with just a single chiral(topological) QAH edge mode, then the chiral(topological) QAH edge mode with trivial quasi-helical QSH edge modes and finally the case of chiral(trivial) QAH edge mode with trivial quasi-helical QSH edge modes.Figure 2Four terminal quantum anomalous Hall bar showing chiral QAH and quasi-helical QSH edge modes. (**a**) Topological QAH edge mode with disorder at probes 2 and 4: *R*~2~, *T*~2~ and *R*~4~, *T*~4~ represent the reflection and transmission probability of edge modes from and into contact 2 and 4 respectively, (**b**) Topological QAH edge mode with quasi-helical edge modes: Disordered probes 2 and 4, (**c**) Trivial QAH edge mode with quasi-helical edge modes: Disordered probes 2 and 4.

Chiral topological QAH edge mode {#Sec8}
--------------------------------

### Effect of disorder {#Sec9}

Herein we consider two of the contacts (2, 4) to be disordered, see Fig. [2(a)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Relations between the currents and voltages at the various terminals can be deduced from the conductance matrix, given below:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${R}_{H}^{QAH}={R}_{\mathrm{13,24}}=\frac{{V}_{2}-{V}_{4}}{{I}_{1}}=\frac{h}{{e}^{2}}$$\end{document}$. Disorder has no effect on the topological chiral QAH edge mode, the Hall resistance and local resistance remain the same as in the ideal (zero disorder) case. Finally, to calculate the non-local resistance *R*~*NL*~ we consider 2, 3 as voltage probes and 1, 4 as current probes, we get *V*~2~ = *V*~3~ which gives *R*~*NL*~ = 0. Thus disorder has no effect on a single chiral(topological) QAH edge mode.

### Effect of disorder and inelastic scattering {#Sec10}

Similar to before, we consider two of the contacts (2, 4) are disordered, see Fig. [2(a)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The electrons in-coming from probe 1 with energy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The currents and voltages at the contacts from 1 to 4 are related by the equations-$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Chiral (topological) QAH edge mode with trivial QSH edge modes {#Sec11}
--------------------------------------------------------------

### Effect of disorder {#Sec12}

Herein, as before we consider two of the contacts 2 and 4 to be disordered, see Fig. [2(b)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The relations between currents and voltages at the various terminals can be obtained from the conductance matrix below:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Choosing reference potential *V*~3~ = 0, and since 2 and 4 are voltage probes, we derive the local (two probe) resistance in absence of disorder (*R*~2~ = *R*~4~ = 0) as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Effect of disorder and inelastic scattering {#Sec13}

Herein we consider the effect of both disorder and inelastic scattering on topological QAH edge modes as shown in Fig. [4(a)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Here the inelastic scattering is shown by starry blobs as in Fig. [4(a)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. As the QAH edge mode is topological, it will not equilibrate its energy with trivial helical edge modes. Thus, topological chiral edge modes equilibrate only between themselves, these equilibrate to energy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${R}_{H}^{Topo}={R}_{\mathrm{13,24}}=\frac{h}{{e}^{2}}\frac{2}{\mathrm{(5}-4f+{f}^{2})}$$\end{document}$. For the general case (including disorder) the expressions for *R*~*H*~, *R*~2*T*~ and *R*~*NL*~ are again large, so we will analyze them via plots, see Fig. [5(a--d)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 4Four terminal QAH sample with disorder and inelastic scattering. (**a**) Chiral (topological) QAH edge mode with quasi-helical QSH edge modes in presence of inelastic scattering and disorder, (**b**) Chiral (trivial) QAH edge mode with quasi-helical QSH edge modes in presence of inelastic scattering and disorder.Figure 5*R*~*H*~, *R*~2*T*~ and *R*~*NL*~ under the effect of inelastic scattering. (**a**) Hall resistance vs. Disorder *R*~2~ with parameters *R*~4~ = 0.5 and spin-flip probability *f* = *f*~0~ = 0.5, (**b**) Two terminal resistance vs. Disorder *R*~2~ with parameters *R*~4~ = 0.5 and spin-flip probability *f* = 0.5, *f*~0~ = 0.5, (**c**) Non-local resistance vs. Disorder *R*~2~ parameters *R*~4~ = 0.5 and spin-flip probability *f* = 0.3, *f*~0~ = 0.3, (**d**) Non-local resistance vs. Disorder *R*~2~ parameters *R*~4~ = 0.5 and spin-flip probability *f* = 0.5, *f*~0~ = 0.5.

Chiral (trivial) QAH edge mode with trivial QSH edge modes {#Sec14}
----------------------------------------------------------

### Effect of disorder {#Sec15}

Herein as before we consider two of the contacts 2 and 4 to be disordered, see Fig. [2(c)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The current-voltage relations are derived from the conductance matrix below:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Choosing reference potential *V*~3~ = 0, and *I*~2~ = *I*~4~ = 0 (as 2 and 4 are voltage probes) we derive local (two probe) resistance in absence of any disorder as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Effect of disorder and inelastic scattering {#Sec16}

Herein, we consider the trivial QAH edge modes with both disorder and inelastic scattering as shown in Fig. [4(b)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Here the QAH chiral as well as helical both edge modes are in the trivial phase, i.e., they are all prone to intra edge back scattering due to spin-flips. All the edge modes interact among themselves leading to their energies being equilibrated to the potential $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Choosing reference potential *V*~3~ = 0, and as before *I*~2~ = *I*~4~ = 0 (these are voltage probes), we derive the local (two probe) resistance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${R}_{NL}^{Triv}={R}_{\mathrm{14,23}}$$\end{document}$. The expressions for *R*~*H*~, *R*~2*T*~ and *R*~*NL*~ are large, so again we will analyze them via plots as in Fig. [5(a--d)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}.

In Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} we tabulate the results obtained so far. One important thing left out of our discussion so far has been the role of spin in QAH edge mode. A single chiral (topological) QAH should satisfy the following symmetry relations for *R*~*H*~(↑) = −*R*~*H*~(↓) and *R*~*NL*~ = 0. We see that *R*~*NL*~(↑) ≠ *R*~*NL*~(↓) for topological QAH (with quasi helical QSH) while this isn't case for trivial QAH (with quasi helical QSH) edge modes, see Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Importantly while in case of trivial QAH edge mode $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Six terminal quantum anomalous Hall bar {#Sec17}
=======================================

In this section we analyze a six terminal QAH bar, we especially focus on the longitudinal resistance *R*~*L*~. For a single chiral(topological) QAH edge mode *R*~*L*~ = 0, but the experiments^[@CR2]--[@CR4]^ revealed a finite longitudinal resistance. This result prompted the interpretation of the experiments^[@CR2]--[@CR4]^ as seeing not just a chiral(topological) QAH edge mode but in addition also a pair of quasi-helical QSH edge modes^[@CR5]^. Since a non zero *R*~*L*~ is the hallmark of helical QSH edge modes. Here we probe further by comparing as in sections before the three cases and try to find out if a topological QAH edge mode or a trivial QAH edge mode occurring with quasi-helical edge modes results in a non-zero *R*~*L*~.

Chiral(topological) QAH edge mode {#Sec18}
---------------------------------

### Effect of disorder {#Sec19}

Herein we consider two of the contacts 1 and 4 to be disordered. The relations between the currents and voltages at the various terminals can be derived from the conductance matrix below:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${R}_{L}^{QAH}=({V}_{2}-{V}_{3})/{I}_{1}=0$$\end{document}$. So disorder has no effect on the longitudinal resistance for a single chiral QAH edge mode.

### Effect of disorder and inelastic scattering {#Sec20}

Herein we consider two of the contacts (1, 4) to be disordered. The electrons incoming from probe 6 with energy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The currents and voltages at the contacts from 1 to 4 are related by the equations-$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Choosing the reference potential *V*~4~ = 0 and *I*~2~ = *I*~4~ = *I*~5~ = *I*~6~ = 0 (as these are voltage probes), we thus derive $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Chiral(topological) QAH edge mode with trivial QSH edge modes {#Sec21}
-------------------------------------------------------------

### Effect of disorder {#Sec22}

As before we consider two of the contacts 1 and 4 to be disordered, see Fig. [7(a)](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The relations between currents and voltages at the various terminals can be derived from the conductance matrix below:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Replacing *R*~1~ with *R*~4~ in the above equation rest of the transmission probabilities *T*^31^ to *T*^56^ can be deduced. Choosing reference potential *V*~4~ = 0, and *I*~2~ = *I*~3~ = *I*~5~ = *I*~6~ = 0 (as these are voltage probes), we derive longitudinal resistance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${R}_{L}^{Topo}$$\end{document}$ is quite large, so we plot it in Fig. [8(a)](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 8(**a**) Longitudinal resistance *R*~*L*~ vs. Disorder *R*~4~ for parameters *R*~1~ = 0.5 and spin-flip probability *f* = *f*~0~ = 0.5, (**b**) Longitudinal resistance vs. Disorder *R*~4~ in presence of inelastic scattering for parameters *R*~1~ = 0.5 and spin-flip probability *f* = *f*~0~ = 0.5. Note the longitudinal resistance vanishes for the trivial case but not for the topological case.

### Effect of disorder and inelastic scattering {#Sec23}

Herein we consider the effect of disorder and inelastic scattering on the various resistances for the sample as shown in Fig. [7(c)](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The contacts 1 and 4 are disordered as in the previous case. The currents and voltages at the contacts from 1 to 6 are related by the equations-$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Choosing reference potential *V*~4~ = 0, and since 2, 3, 5, 6 are voltage probes, *I*~2~ = *I*~3~ = *I*~5~ = *I*~6~ = 0 we derive longitudinal resistance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${R}_{L}=\frac{h}{{e}^{2}}\frac{3-4f+{f}^{2}}{14-15f+6{f}^{2}-{f}^{3}}$$\end{document}$ for zero disorder but finite inelastic scattering. The expression for *R*~*L*~ in presence of both disorder and inelastic scattering is large so we analyze them via plots as in Fig. [8(b)](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}.

Chiral(trivial) QAH edge mode with trivial QSH edge modes {#Sec24}
---------------------------------------------------------

### Effect of disorder {#Sec25}

Herein again we consider two of the contacts 1 and 4 to be disordered, see Fig. [7(b)](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The current voltage relations are derived from the conductance matrix below:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Effect of disorder and inelastic scattering {#Sec26}

Herein we consider the trivial QAH edge modes with disorder and inelastic scattering, as shown in Fig. [7(d)](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Here the QAH chiral as well as the QSH helical edge modes are in the trivial phase, i.e. they can scatter from one edge mode to the other. All the edge modes interact with each other and via inelastic scattering equilibrate their energy to a potential *V*′~*i*~ (\`*i*′ is from 1 to 6). The contacts 1 and 4 are disordered as in the previous case. The currents and voltages at the contacts from 1 to 6 are related by the equations-$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The expression for longitudinal resistance in the general case of arbitrary disorder are quite large so we examine it via plots as in Fig. [8(b)](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. One thing is quite clear from Fig. [8(b)](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, the case of trivial QAH edge mode with QSH quasi-helical goes over to single chiral(topological) QAH edge mode rather than the topological QAH edge mode with QSH quasi-helical edge modes. This behavior replicated in the four terminal case too calls for a reinterpretation of the experimental results^[@CR2],[@CR3],[@CR5]^. In Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} we tabulate the results obtained for various cases for the longitudinal resistance. We also focus on the change due to change in magnetization from ↑ to ↓. There is a symmetry *R*~*L*~(↑) = *R*~*L*~(↓) for trivial QAH edge mode which does not hold for a topological QAH edge mode with quasi helical QSH edge modes. This response of the trivial QAH edge mode is again in line with what was experimentally seen.Table 2Comparison of chiral(topological) QAH edge mode, chiral(topological) QAH edge mode with trivial QSH edge modes and chiral(trivial) QAH edge mode with trivial QSH edge modes, see also Fig. [8(a,b)](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. Note: In the 6T QAH sample depicted in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} the magnetization direction is (↑) implying the QAH edge mode shown by black solid or dashed line is spin-up polarized. The conductance matrices depicted in Eqs. 17, 20 and 24 as well as the calculations shown in Eqs. [18](#Equ18){ref-type=""}--[19](#Equ19){ref-type=""}, [21](#Equ21){ref-type=""}--[23](#Equ23){ref-type=""}, [25](#Equ25){ref-type=""}--[27](#Equ27){ref-type=""} and the longitudinal  resistances derived and plotted in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} are therefore for magnetization (↑). We follow similar procedure to calculate the longitudinal resistance for magnetization direction (↓) in which case the QAH edge modes shown by black solid or dashed lines in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} will be spin-down polarized and mention the results in this table.QAH(topological)QAH(topological) + QSH(trivial)QAH(trivial) + QSH(trivial)Zero disorder*R* ~*L*~0 (*R*~*L*~(↑) = *R*~*L*~(↓))Finite (*R*~*L*~(↑) ≠ *R*~*L*~(↓))0  (*R*~*L*~(↑) = *R*~*L*~(↓))Disordered probes*R* ~*L*~0 (*R*~*L*~(↑) = *R*~*L*~(↓))Finite (*R*~*L*~(↑) ≠ *R*~*L*~(↓))0 (*R*~*L*~(↑) = *R*~*L*~(↓))Disorder + inelastic scattering*R* ~*L*~0 (*R*~*L*~(↑) = *R*~*L*~(↓))Finite (*R*~*L*~(↑) ≠ *R*~*L*~(↓))0 (*R*~*L*~(↑) = *R*~*L*~(↓))

Conclusion {#Sec27}
==========

We conclude by analyzing the Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. We see that the trivial(chiral) QAH edge mode with trivial quasi-helical QSH edge modes is more closer to the experimental situation, as interpreted in ref.^[@CR5]^ than the topological(chiral) QAH edge mode with trivial quasi-helical QSH edge modes is. This implies a reevaluation of the consensus regarding those quantum anomalous Hall experiments^[@CR2]--[@CR4]^. Perhaps, something else is happening and maybe these are not true chiral(topological) quantum anomalous Hall edge modes which were seen, but rather what could be described as chiral(trivial) QAH edge modes.
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